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Fool Me Twice (AUS/2007)
Autor/Regisseur: Glen Clancy; Dauer: 117min; eng. OV. 

Der erste australische Dokumentarfilm bei agit.DOC ist der Auftakt zu einer dreiteiligen Serie über 
Terroranschläge der jüngeren Vergangenheit. "Fool Me Twice" ist nach 10 Monate langen 
Recherchen entstanden und ist das Erstlingswerk des 25-jährigen Australiers Glen Clancy. Motiviert 
durch Filme wie "Loose Change" hat auch Clancy einen ähnlichen Stil entwickelt.

Der Inhalt des Films ist brisant. Untersucht wird die Rolle Australiens bei der gewaltsamen 
Niederschlagung von Protesten in Ost-Timor und die Zusammenarbeit Australiens mit Indonesien. 
Den Kern des Films bilden jedoch die Bombenanschläge von Bali im Jahr 2002, als auch viele 
AustralierInnen uns Leben kamen. Clancy weist in seinem Film die Verstrickungen der Attentäter in 
die Welt der Geheimdienste nach und spannt auch historische Parallelen zu anderen Anschlägen von 
sogenannten "Terroristen". Weiters wird gezeigt wie die Australische Regierung die Anschläge 
ausnutzte, um bürgerliche Freiheiten einzuschränken. 

http://www.myspace.com/foolmetwicethemovie 

Mit besonderem Dank an Glen Clancy für die Genehmigung des Screenings!

nächste agit.DOC Termine:

Mi. 26.03.2008 – The Madrid Connection (ESP/2007)

Mi. 30.04.2008 – Ludicrous Diversion + 7/7 Release 6 (UK/2006)

http://www.myspace.com/foolmetwicethemovie
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Glen Clancy's Press Release vom 07.12.2007:
BALI BOMBINGS COVER-UP: New documentary

Released on Youtube and Googlevideo this week, FOOL ME TWICE, exposes the cover-up of the 
Bali bombings and provides evidence that it was a Falseflag Operation. 

The film begins by documenting the Australian government� s prior knowledge of the Indonesian 
military� s plan to use violence to maintain autonomy over East Timor. Contrary to The Howard 
Governments claims they argued against peacekeeping forces allowing the Indonesian Special 
Forces to carry out their campaign of fear and suppression.

Within 24 hours of the 2002 Bali bombings a team of FBI, UK special agents and Australian federal 
police started arriving in Bali. The investigation team continuously claimed different explosive 
devices were responsible for the main blast. Days after the attacks, Indonesian Police Chief, 
General Dai�  Bachtier, announced that the FBI had discovered C4 pointing the blame towards 
Jemaah Islamiah, JI (� SE Asia wing of Al qaeda� ). Eventually, investigators concluded that the 
main explosive device was a potassium chlorate car bomb. C4 was never included in final reports.

The main explosive device was so powerful it seriously damaged buildings in a 2/400 metre radius 
and left a 1 metre deep, 10 metre wide crater. 202 people perished in the blasts, the majority 
incinerated from the main explosive device. Investigators quickly excavated the crater contents and 
dumped the remaining debris off the coast of southern Bali, including completely stripped concrete 
reinforcing bars. Potassium chlorate is a low velocity explosive and does not have the overpressure 
force to create a 1 metre deep crater or completely incinerate humans, let alone strip concrete. Only 
a high-tech explosive device has the power to strip concrete.

FBI claims of C4 announced by General Dai�  Bachtier, ensured Jemaah Islamiah was immediately 
blamed for the Bali bombings. All prior intelligence of the Bali bombings came from so called JI 
leader, Omar Al-Faruq. Omar Al-Faruq was secretly handed over to the US by Indonesia months 
prior to the bombings under the CIA� s extraordinary rendition program. Australian intelligence 
agencies reported that intelligence obtained from captured � JI suspect� , Omar Al-Faruq, warned of 
possible terrorist attacks in Bali. After the attacks the Bush administration denied access to Al-Faruq 
for questioning in the Bali bombing trials. When Omar Al-Faruq was suddenly called by US court 
to provide evidence in a trial of another terrorist suspect �  he had � escaped high security prison� . 
No JI leaders have ever been brought to trial.

Prior to the Bali bombings the Indonesian government denied the existence of terrorists within 
Indonesia and opposed US anti-terror operations in Afghanistan. After the bombings President 
Megawati signed a joint statement �  � Agreeing that terrorism poses a continued threat to 
international peace and security, and that the two Presidents are committed to enhancing their 
bilateral cooperation in the fight against terrorism� . The Bush administration provided funds to the 
Indonesian police and military and setup a national terrorism unit under the control of national 
police chief, General Dai�  Bachtier.

Youtube:
http://youtube.com/watch?v=n1tLO87vzNQ

Googlevideo:
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=2246973658225588456

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=2246973658225588456
http://youtube.com/watch?v=n1tLO87vzNQ
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Kommentar zum Film von 911blogger.com:

This well-crafted, well-documented film from Australia exposes the 2002 Bali Bombings 
as yet another case of False Flag Terror.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2002_Bali_bombing 

Using a formula that has worked so well for the Loose Change crew, the filmmaker has crafted a 
very watchable piece that flows well, with interesting visuals, a soundtrack that moves from hip to 
emotionally engaging, and most importantly, and most damaging of all to the powers that be... the 
Truth.

"Fool Me Twice" examines well-known examples of False Flag terror, and adds an excellent new 
sequence about the 1993 World Trade Center bombing that leaves the viewer with no doubt that 
Emad Salem was a controlled asset. Utilizing audio that features Salem covertly recorded ( 
http://sander.gnn.tv/blogs/13555/ )while talking with FBI agent John Anticev, "Fool Me Twice" cuts 
to the chase regarding the 1993 bombing, and goes deeper, examining the CIA's links to this milieu.

The Bali bombings are dissected with a healthy dose of newly gathered evidence that shows what 
the real effects of ANFO car bombs are, what they do, and what they don't do, like leave massive 
craters. The film argues that this is from high-intensity military-grade explosives, which the 
authorities declare were not used. At least not anymore. At first they claimed that Semtex and C4 
were identified, but this didn't fit the official story in the hopper, which required that the bombers be 
tied to the purchase of ANFO making materials. This analysis of the bombing is brilliant indeed. (In 
a short but unfortunate detour, the film explores evidence that some sort of nuclear device may have 
been used, however, no physical evidence is produced that could definitively prove that a nuclear 
device was used. This small detour is something of a waste of time in my opinion, although the 
segment in question is well done. Please don't let this stop you from examining this film, skip over 
the segment if you wish, but this documentary is important and should not be overlooked. At the 
very least check out this report cited in the documentary by Robert S. Finnegan. 
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article1451.htm )

The film closely examines the Jemaah Islamiyah and it's links to the CIA and other intelligence 
agencies that used this radical group. A very welcome and valuable analysis. This film reveals 
extensive connections between JI, the Bali Bombings and military and intelligence circles.

I rank this film among the most important and valuable of the year, packed with valuable 
information, bolstered by new analyses, and accompanied by a familiar pattern: violent extremists 
are targeted, infiltrated, aided, and ultimately directed by the very intelligence services that should 
be protecting innocent civilians from the extremists. 

The Bali bombings were used to usher in tons of "anti-terror" legislation in Australia. Highly 
recommended viewing.

Quelle: http://www.911blogger.com/node/12872 
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